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AIRWAVES DUB 
 

GREEN FUTURES FESTIVAL RADIO 
Thurs - 9-late – Cornerstone feat. DJ Baps 

www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk/  www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk 

 

DESTINY RADIO 105.1FM 
www.destinyradio.uk 

First Wednesday of each month – 8-10pm 

RIDDIM SHOW feat. Leo B aka Multifari. Dubwise expansions 

 
Weekly 

Sat – 10-1am – Cornerstone feat. DJ Baps & Nico D 

Sun – 4-6pm – Sir Sambo Sound feat. King Lloyd, DJ Elvis and Jeni Dami 

Sun – 10-1am – Desta*Nation feat. Ras Hugo, Jah Sticks + regular guest 

Dan-I - Strictly roots reggae and dubwise 

Wed – 10-midnight – Sir Sambo Sound 
 

 

NATURAL VIBEZ RADIO.com 
          Daddy Mark sessions 

              Mon – 10-midnight 

Sun – 9-midday - Strictly roots 
 

 

LOVERS ROCK RADIO.com 
Mon - 10-midnight – Angela Grant aka Empress Vibez  

Roots Reggae as well as lovers 

 

FREE PARTY RADIO.com 
Tue - 7-9pm – One Drop Show with D90 – reggae, dancehall, jungle 

  

http://www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk/%20%20www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk
http://www.destinyradio.uk/
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Editorial Dub 
Dear Reader, 

There have been a few changes behind the scenes at The Dub, but we are hoping 

that you don’t notice too many changes in the magazine itself.  Natty Mark, the 

founder of The Dub, has begun a new magazine called IZIBONGO, which is focused 

on contemporary African Art.  At the time of writing, there are now 18 issues, each 

one centred on a different artist. 

I have been in contact with our regular contributors and I am delighted to have 

been sent pieces from a number of them, which bodes well for the future.  Massive 

respect to Natty Mark, Sharon Gayle, Pete Clack, Richie Roots, DJ Baps and Sista 

Helen. 

Massive respect also to Leo B of The Riddim Show and Natasha Bandit of Fable 

Sound who have both stepped up to help with the practical side of editing a 

magazine.  At present we plan to keep the magazine as an online publication, but 

we would like to remind you that Parchment Printers of Oxford are willing to print 

hard copies from a pdf file of any issue of The Dub for £1 each.   

November brings the birthdays of Family Man Barrett, Cornel Campbell, Marcia 

Griffiths, Jah9, Eek-A-Mouse, Everton Blender and Max Romeo (who was featured 

last November).  November also sees the birthdays of activists Amy Bailey and Theo 

Marryshow, who were also featured in last November’s issue, as well as Duse 

Muhammad Ali. 

Welcome to The Dub 

Editor – Dan-I        danidubdub@btinternet.com 

 

All material copyright ©.  All rights reserved.  This publication may not be reproduced or 

transmitted in any form, whole or in part, without the express permission of The Dub.   
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Marcia Griffiths 
selection 

Glory Be 12” (Exterminator) 

Feel Like Jumping 7” (Studio One/ Coxsone) 

I Shall Sing 7” (Penthouse) 

Young, Gifted & Black with Bob Andy (Harry J) 
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Birthday blessings Dub 

Susan Cadogan – Nov 2nd 

David Jahson – Nov 4th 

Half Pint – Nov 11th 

Lennie Hibbert – Nov 12th 

Starkey Banton – Nov 15th 

Edi Fitzroy – Nov 17th 

Jah Mason – Nov 17th 

Eek A Mouse – Nov 19th 

Everton Blender – Nov 21st 

Max Romeo – Nov 22nd 

Family Man – Nov 22nd 

Cornel Campbell – Nov 23rd 

Jah9 – Nov 23rd 

Marcia Griffiths – Nov 23rd 

Glen Adams – Nov 30th 

Sanchez – Nov 30th 

Journalists/ Activists Dub 

Duse Mohammed Ali - Amy Bailey  

Theo Marryshow 
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AUGUSTOWN   
 
“maybe if you were lucky enough to find a dictionary that had in it blackpeople’s words,  
then the entry for ‘autoclaps’ would read something like this: 
 

 Autoclaps:  (Noun)  Jamaican dialect.  An impending disaster; Calamity;  
Trouble on top of trouble.  Variously pronounced ‘attaclaps’, or (given  
the Jamaican tendency to add ‘H’s in front of vowels) ‘hattaclaps’.  (p.157 
‘Augustown’ by Kei Miller) 

 
The events of the story take place in and around the Kingston suburb of Augustown (not 
quite, but very nearly August Town, Jamaica) and encompass characters from most of the 
social classes there.  August Town is believed to have been named after ‘August Mawnin’ 
(1st August 1838, when Jamaica’s slaves were technically freed).   
 
I don’t read many novels.  This, however, is a gripping read from start to finish, packed 
with varied and richly drawn characters, vivid language, lots of disparate plot elements 
which gel together and a storyline that reflects so many elements of Jamaican life and 
culture it is quite dizzying.  Poet Kei Miller has crafted a tour de force with ‘Augustown’.  It 
is very tempting to try and explain the twists and turns of the plot, but that would not do 
justice to the work and would spoil the enjoyment of the reader.  I will try instead to give 
you a flavour of some of the ingredients in this one-pot word stew.   
 
There is Ma Taffy, a blind lady who was a little girl at the time Bedward was preaching and 
had a church in the area.  Ma Taffy is Rasta and there is not much that happens in her 
neighbourhood that gets past her.  Kaia is her grandson, a dreadlocked young boy who 
becomes the story’s central focus.   
 
Bedward himself features prominently in the background to the story, the formative years 
of Ma Taffy’s life and the Augustown community.  Kei Miller carefully dissects the myths 
that are spread about what may have happened when Bedward famously declared that 
he was going to fly.  The significance of Bedward’s ministry is laid bare, as are the links 
between his work and the later work of Leonard Howell and Marcus Garvey in shaping the 
beginnings of Rastafari.   
 
There are Miss G and Mrs G, unrelated characters who are nonetheless connected in ways 
that are unknown to either of them.  Both are characters of hidden depths, who bring 
unexpected qualities out of each other but never really get to know one another.   
Several characters bridge different eras of Augustown life, including Sister Gilzene with 
the beautiful voice that no one had heard for decades until the day of the autoclaps.  
There is also Clarky, a Rasta hand cart seller from decades ago who fell foul of the police, 
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who cut off his dreadlocks with devastating consequences.  Consequences that were 
unforgettably witnessed by Bongo Moody, who as a young boy had worked with Clarky.  
When we come to the action of the story, Bongo Moody was one of the key Rastamen in 
the camp at Armagiddeon Yard, atop of Dread Heights, who make a decision to march en 
masse to Kaia’s primary school through Augustown.   
 
The young gunmen (notably Soft Paw) of Augustown are featured, their comings and 
goings do not take Ma Taffy by surprise.  They play their part in building the tension in the 
town and historically the gunmen in the story are among the first in a long line in the area 
that is only just beginning to slow down.  According to reports, August Town (the real 
one) has only recently had its first year in many years without fatal shootings .   
Everything is connected to everything else in the story, to the history of the suburb, to the 
land, to the quarried part of the hillside, to the University (once part of a plantation), to 
the story of Bedward, to the story of Clarky and to Miss G’s own difficult history.  There 
are many tales folded within this story, all developing the richness of the whole.  You can 
hear the characters breathe with the dialogue, their words very much alive on the page.  
When Ma Taffy explains the history of Bedward to Kaia, she says to him: 
 
 “You was there?... Well then, hush up you… now and don’t try fi tell me things you  

don’t even know, or things that Babylon decide fi tell you.”  (‘Augustown’, p.19) 
 

Dan-I 
 
 
 

 

 

 

UK cover of ‘Augustown’     Kei Miller by Keith Negley  
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Cornel Campbell 
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INDEPENDENCE 

DUB - NOVEMBER 
 

Ist 

ANTIGUA and 

BARBUDA 
 

3rd 

DOMINICA 
 

11th 

ANGOLA 
 

25th 

SURINAME 
 

28th 

MAURITANIA 
 

30th 

BARBADOS 
 

******* 

Duse Mohammed Ali (1866-1945) 

A scholar, journalist, African nationalist and playwright born in Egypt.  He gave a 

young Marcus Garvey work on his journal The African Times And Orient Review in 

London and later became Foreign Secretary in Garvey’s Universal Negro 

Improvement Association.  Other contributors to his journal included George 

Bernard Shaw and H.G. Wells.  He settled in Nigeria in 1931, becoming editor of the 

Nigerian Daily Times.    
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FAMILY   MAN 
 

Dear respected reader of The Dub, the month of November will see one of the most 
important and influential reggae musicians ever celebrate his 71st birthday, I would like to 
salute the incredible work of Aston "Family Man" Barrett. 

 
Fams has been recording and performing live for over 5 decades now, his 
distinctive basslines and musical vision playing a vital role as a key member of 
The Upsetters (who were pivotal in bringing reggae to an international audience 
(especially within the UK) before joining Bob Marley and The Wailers (where he co-
produced a number of albums and arranged numerous songs) he has worked with 
and inspired so many others (including the legendary Robbie Shakespeare). 
 
Alongside his younger brother (the late great Carlton Barrett) he formed for me one 
of the most important rhythm  sections ever, the Barrett brothers really drove the 
development of reggae in the late 1960's and into the early 1970's. As a 
musician Fams has appeared and performed on literally hundreds of songs from the 
likes of The Upsetters, Bob Marley and The Wailers, Burning Spear, Augustus Pablo, 
Dillinger, Keith Hudson, Jacob Miller, Yabby You, Max Romeo to name but a few.  
 
To this day Fams continues to tour as the leader The Wailers Band to audiences 
across the world. he remains an inspiration to musicians and fans of reggae.  
 
The following for me is a list of 10 albums that no record collection should be 
without, ALL of them feature this incredible musician. 
 
1  Augustus Pablo - King Tubby Meets Rockers Uptown 
2  Burning Spear - Marcus Garvey 
3  The Wailers - Catch A Fire   
4. Bunny Wailer - Blackheart Man 
5. Keith Hudson - Pick A Dub 
6. Scientist - Scientific Dub 
7. Bob Marley and The Wailers - Burnin 
8. Royals - Pick Up The Pieces  
9. Peter Tosh - Legalize It  
10. Glenn Brown and King Tubby - Termination Dub 

Richie Roots 
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Born 22nd November 1946 

 

Family Man & The Wailers Singles selection 

Cobra Style 

Higher Field Marshall 

Eastern Memphis 

Well Pleased 

Babylon – featuring Brimstone 
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1993-94 : The Institute of Dubology, Brixton 

I had been into reggae for years as my dad had played it to me when I was young – several 

Bob Marley LPs, the Rockers and Harder They Come soundtracks, Burning Spear and a 

Desmond Dekker single spring to mind.  I went to Notting Hill Carnival when I was fifteen 

and had seen quite a lot of gigs by reggae sounds, bands and singers, but the place that 

changed my life was The Institute of Dubology at The Vox in Brixton in 1993/94.   

The Vox was a basement club that looked like an industrial site just off Brixton High 

Street, complete with a lift down to the venue.  Dubology hosted weekly reggae and dub 

sessions featuring a vast range of sound systems, live bands, singers and DJs.  There were 

also one-off extravaganzas using the upstairs space as well as the basement.  I lived off 

Ferndale Road in Brixton at the time so I could walk home from The Vox at whatever time 

of the morning it finished.  It was really a rival club to the one I played at (Night Of The 

Living Dub/Dub Vibrations at the George Robey in Finsbury Park), but usually I would be 

out flyering for both clubs as Dubology was my local and I loved what they were doing 

there. 

Promoter John Pell, assisted by Styler from Aba Shanti I’s House Of Roots, basically 

booked all the artists for Dubology that he wanted to see.  John (who DJed under the 

name Roast Chicken) had a very broad booking policy and wanted to represent the 

breadth of talent working in reggae and dub at the time and the early/mid 90s were a 

very exciting time. 

People were waking up again to the classic roots and culture sounds and wanting to hear 

the likes of Sir Coxsone and Quaker City as well as the more well known Jah Shaka who 

was running his regular sessions at the Rocket at the time.  There was a veritable flood of 

often brilliant pre-releases from Jamaica with tough riddims and melodies from musicians 

who knew how reggae should sound, and ragga was finally being challenged by more 

conscious music in reggae’s homeland.  Labels like Digital B, Xterminator, Harmony House, 
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African Star and many more were being heard everywhere and if you weren’t quick 

enough to the shops you would miss the best tunes.  The UK roots and dub sound was 

getting firmly established, with Mixman, Armagideon, TNT Roots and Fish & Goat vying 

for airplay with the better known Manasseh, Disciples and Conscious Sounds.  In addition 

to this there was huge interest from and overlap with the dance music scene.  On-U 

Sound had led the way with the phuture dub styles, and there were many others that 

picked up the challenge and produced strong dubby dance music.   

 

Yes, I did get the t-shirt  

The Institute of Dubology represented all of this.  Sound systems were able to take in their 

rigs, there was a stage for bands, a good quality PA system and a booth for DJs, a perfect 

setup.  The sound systems that I saw there included Aba Shanti I, Sir Coxsone, Manasseh, 

Channel One, Boomshackalacka (The Disciples), RDK HiFi, Jah Trinity and Fair Share Unity.  

I also witnessed producers including Mad Professor, Adrian Sherwood, Mixman, Andrew 

Weatherall, Digi Dub, Original Rockers/Rockers HiFi, Youth, The Orb, The Rootsman and 

Renegade Soundwave.  There were regular live acts including Bobby Melody, Macka B, 

Earl 16, Robotiks, LKJ & The Dub Band, African Head Charge, Bim Sherman, Little Annie, 

Zion Train, Revolutionary Dub Warriors and more.   

It didn’t last.  Frequently there weren’t many people there, although the special events 

helped on that score.  John eventually went back to New Zealand to help kickstart the 
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reggae and dub scene there.  These days I don’t hear the club get a mention when people 

talk of The Rocket or the Dub Club, and there are very few mentions that I can find on 

Google.  So I wanted to set the record straight and give the Institute of Dubology its due.  

Thanks John and Styler. 

What was your first sound system or reggae club experience, or the one that got you 

hooked and coming back for more?  Let us know please. 

Dan-I 

 

Everton Blender 
Family Man 

Create A Sound 

Lift Up Your Head 

Throw Down Your Arms 

King Man
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Because of You 

 

Because of You I can do anything  
He almighty who dwells within  
He who puts a sweet song in my heart to sing 

 
No need to fret, no need to fuss 
Stand on His Word it is a must  
A lantern, a light to guide you through  
Trials, tests, whatever you do  

 
Flow with Him, don't hold back  
Don't let the devil in, trying to make you crack  

 
You know God and what He can do  
Didn't He give His One and Only begotten son just for you  

 
Obedience, respect, doing it His way 
Not the enemy's who only causes misery, upset and dismay  

 
Listen to and follow the Voice of the Lord 
The One and Only true living God  

 
Praise Him, raise Him, lift His name on High 
Let the praises flow from deep within where they will touch the sky 

 
Amen  

Sharon Gayle Goodchild 

 

MAX ROMEO 

Melt Away 

No Peace 

War Ina Babylon 

Norman The Gambler 

Let The Power Fall 
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FROM THE ROOTS UP....... 
  Just as I settled down to write this piece I heard that wonderful musician Jeremiah 

Marques has passed away.  I’ve mentioned him before in this column.  Born in Guyana, 

his mix of Chicago blues and Roots Reggae, along with his band The Blue Aces, was a 

major attraction on the British blues and roots scene.  He was also a very nice man who 

was always ready with a smile and a greeting.  He will be missed by everyone who saw 

and heard him. 

 

  Having just returned from a superb two weeks on the Greek island of Thassos, emerald 

green sea, stunning beaches, and totally unspoiled but not much in the way of live music.  

But one night a local guitarist came into the hotel with his rhythm machine; he was quite 

enjoyable, although one moment stood out for me.  He was playing some reggae in the 

form of a classic Bob Marley song, it was fine but one elderly couple took to the dance 

area doing a strict ballroom dance to it.  I couldn’t help but wonder what Marley himself 

would have made of it, it was certainly amusing for others but they genuinely enjoyed it. 
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 The summer has been full of blues festivals which these days contain a whole range of 

styles, and not just the blues as we know it.  This of course keeps things interesting as a 

whole day of twelve bar blues would be a bit hard for many to sit through.  Of course 

much early blues music came through on a Saturday night when after a week of hard 

work, everybody wanted a good time and a break from the hard back breaking work they 

were doing to make enough money to live on.  Saturday night was fun night and a time to 

forget, so most of the music they had was based on rhythms they could dance the night 

away to.  If you see any pictures of these venues, from sheds to stores to bars, wherever 

there was enough space, folk would gather and have a good night.  Surely much the same 

I’m sure is true in roots reggae - the rhythms are geared for dancing and enjoying a drink, 

like the southern states of the USA, the people needed an outlet to get time to relax and 

enjoy themselves.  In all countries people look for a place to take time away from the 

hardships of their lives, and boogie the weekend away. 

  Most of these people had little in material things or wealth, all they had were the basic 

things of life, simply enough to get by, so room to escape that for a few hours was vital.  

This gave life a purpose and an outlet to enjoy company with others without working all 

the time. 

 Much of reggae like the blues came out of a desire to share their views on the toughness 

of life, the inequality of things for them, but they did it with some of the most exciting 

sounds around.  Times have changed somewhat now, lives have improved but the 

intoxicating rhythms they produced sound as fresh now as when they were first 

performed.  The sales of this music still sell by the thousands to an audience who have 

little idea of the difficult times this wonderful music grew out of.  Truly it was the music of 

lives then but remains an incredible inspiration today.  Out of tough times, great things 

come, here is one (or two) more proofs of that.  Roots music grows into great traditions. 

                                               Pete Clack 
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'Blend Dem pon De Roots and Culture' 
Bubbaru started out on the scene unassumingly as a singer, rising from heart of the 

ghetto, where in Kingston, Jamaica he was known to “mash up the place” on sounds 

where he regularly held the mic.  The Breddahs cherished Bubbaru and christened 

him with the name Blender on a pas with the Jamaican Toaster, who was very 

popular at the time.  

Everton got a first single release just dipping his big toe into the recording industry 

in 1979, a year before he met his wife to be.  He started to record more prolifically 

however in the nineties, after supporting Garnett Silk.  

Everton continued to work on sounds after his 'Lift Up Your Head' album debuted 

and was well received in the UK.  He went on to voice for Star Trail and Flames 

labels, where he recorded the amazing Ghetto Peoples song on the Lalabella rhythm: 

the opening track of his ‘Rootsman Credential’ album, which became a Blend Dem 

signature tune.  ‘Rootsman Credential’ was followed up by ‘Visionary’, an album 

release which includes  collaborations with the Real Revolutionary and Beenie Man.  

Working on his own 'Blend Dem' production label, he has also collaborated with 

artists such as Ritchie Spice, Spanner Banner and Kulcha Knox to name a few. 

With artical direction, Everton has reached legendary status with highly distinctive 

undertones, shining a light of consciousness around the world and has gone to go 

onto receive international awards and credits, with lyrics to help people get more 

conscious and spiritual.  Writing most of his own songs, producing his own 

arrangements and touring worldwide, he continues to enthral audiences with his 

stage performances, where we are treated to old school roots riding the Rastafari 

dancehall.  Everton's love for family life shows with his daughter Isha now opening 

her Dad's shows, warming the crowd backed by the Blend Dem Band, like Everton 

used to for Garnett Silk. 

Everton started Island Splash Records six years ago with a mostly self-produced 

album called ‘Higher Heights Revolution’: a showcase which includes the talents of 

the next generation Blender!! 

Zioness 

JahWorks.Org 

www.allmusic.com 

  

http://jahworks.org/
http://www.allmusic.com/
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Everton Blender 

 
 

IZIBONGO 
Natty Mark Samuels’ new publication is entitled IZIBONGO and it focuses on 

contemporary artists from all over Africa and the Diaspora, working in a wide range of 

media.  Each issue concentrates on the life and work of a different artist and at the time 

of writing, there are 18 separate issues.  The full catalogue is available on 

reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk, as is The Dub magazine.  IZIBONGO means prose 

poems in praise of someone’s fame or virtue, coming from a Zulu form of poetry from 

South Africa.  This is a logical extension of his African School work over many years and an 

outgrowing from The Dub and especially its support of visual artists. 

https://reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk/2017/09/izibongo-magazine-2017_28.html 

https://reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk/2017/09/izibongo-magazine-2017_28.html
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The First 
 

Haile Selassie sent you away, Afewerk Tekle, to be an engineer - but you came back 
carrying the nuts and bolts of modern Ethiopian Art.  There were others too, who helped 
to carry the toolbox to the construction site of the contemporary canvas.  Like you, Gebre 
Kristos Desta and Skunder Boghossian had been trained abroad: Germany for the former, 
England and France for the other.  Like you, they came back eager to build; Desta with the 
spanner called abstract, while Boghossian carried the drill of surrealism.  Collectively you 

carried the scaffold to raise expression to another level. 
 

A new canvas.  Because the story had changed, and so had the technique of the 
storyteller.  The painters of yesteryear knew famine, but not fascism; they knew the 

market days, but did not know of mustard gas.  The darker aspects of the modern world 
had forced their way in, detonating new ways of expression.  But some of the brighter 

aspects of the modern world had bombarded a few, influencing those new ways of 
expression. 

 
All three, in different years, were recipients of the Haile Selassie Award for Fine Arts.  Haile 
Selassie, who supported Desta, when so many vilified him for his supposed abandonment 

of traditional Ethiopian artistic traditions.  Haile Selassie, who liked to take visitors to 
Afewerk's studio, to catch a glimpse of the moments of creation.  Haile Selassie, who said 

''yes'', when Skunder spoke from England, asking to transfer his studies to France. 
 

When they came back, both Desta and Boghossian became pioneering teachers at the 
Addis Ababa School of Arts, for which Haile Selassie had been a founding force – and to 

which he became a regular visitor. 
 

He gave - and encouraged others to give - commissions to the artists.  In purchasing their 
paintings, he is said to have amassed a large collection of Ethiopian Art. 

 
He reminds me of an earlier emperor, the 6th century Gebre Meskel, who was the great 

patron of Saint Yared; composer and musician, writer and choreographer of the traditional 
Ethiopian church music still sung and played in all the churches and monasteries today. 

 
I wonder how many leaders of African Independence followed his lead; co-founding the 

arts infrastructure and supporting the artists in their respective countries.  Truly, his regnal 
title carries the correct numeral: Haile Selassie the First. 

 
 
 

Natty Mark Samuels 
Founder/editor of IZIBONGO 
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This one is a warning... 
 Watch the language that you use 

Ensure our comprehension with the words that you choose 

If you don’t simplify your statement our attention you will lose 

Unless you are intentionally trying to confuse 

Cause I refuse to sit back and watch you hold the people down 

Floating in your top position while di rest o dem a drown 

Cause in the sentence of creation all you are is just a noun 

But we’re the verbs those action words that put power to the sound 

And that’s way beyond profound cause when the wealth is for the few 

They feel that there is no one they should have to answer to 

So the things that they will say are not the things that they will do 

Cause even after all the talk the people still don’t have a clue 

But at least this must is true, information is the key 

Yes knowledge is the only way the people can be free 

So it isn’t just a choice it’s our responsibility 

To keep aware so you can judge if what they say is what you see 

Cause this one is a warning... 
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… Warning part 2 
 So watch the language that dem use 

Ensure you’re comprehending all the words wha a choose 

Learn to simplify their statements and to analyze the clues 

Because it seems they are intentionally trying to confuse 

So refuse… cause is ignorance a hold the people down 

So reach toward enlightenment and you can never drown 

Cause in the question of creation you are greater than the noun 

You’re the verbs those action words that put power to the sound 

And we will burn this to the ground. Because the wealth is for the few 

And it seems like there is no one they should have to answer to 

But now they fear they’re not aware of what the people plan to do 

Raising up a people’s army out of every ghetto crew 

Unite the people with the truth, cause information is the key 

Yes knowledge is the only way the people will be free 

So it isn’t just a choice it’s our responsibility 

To keep aware so you can judge if what they say is what you see 

  Cause this one is a warning...  

 

Born November 23rd 

Lyrics with kind permission from Jah9 – www.jah9.com 

  

http://www.jah9.com/
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COWLEY ROAD SKANKING 
David Rodigan, Dawn Penn and Skylarkin at The Bullingdon 

Count Skylarkin has been blazing a distinctive, fedora-sporting, vinyl-toting, rum-sipping 

path through the Oxford reggae scene for many years now.  From early days selling 

records at the late lamented Polar Bear, and DJing at what is now the Library, he 

gravitated towards a natural home at the Cellar (safe for now) but still regularly finds 

himself dragged back by the mad gravity of the Cowley Road.  His selection, as always, is 

tremendously upbeat (occasionally verging on frenetic, but we can forgive him, given 

tonight’s line-up). 

He continues to man the record player for the woman with one of the most iconic voices 

in reggae, Dawn Penn.  A frustratingly short set (‘that what was on offer at the time’ she 

later informs me) spans her career from 1967, when she recorded her signature song ‘You 

Don’t Love Me (No, No, No) - of which we get parts of more than one version.  Recorded 

in her mid-teens, it has a wisdom beyond its years.  The cold, detached delivery still hits 

the spot half a century later.  Dawn displays an effortless ease with the microphone, 

paired with a rather fetching, playful style - at odds with the world weariness of the lyrics.  

The place goes beserk (and this necessitates a goodly number of ‘rewind!’s ).  I for one 

dearly hope to see Dawn back before too long, with a full band and longer set list. 

‘Let’s go from Kingston Town to Kidlington!’ proclaims Skylarkin to announce another 

musical seminar from Professor Sir David Rodigan MBE.  He honours the rocksteady 

credentials of Madame Penn, with a nice and easy lead in.  A track by Jacob Miller, 

however,  gives him all the excuse he needs to get contemporary - as ‘Tenement Yard’ 

was covered by Chronixx - which follows.  From here it is on with the Protoje, the 

Popcaan, the Damian Marley, the hard edged dancehall and the drum and bass.  Rodders 

quickly moves from behind the decks to in front of the mixer, to losing the leather jacket, 

to the vigorous bouncing, the Cowley Road/Blackbird Leys references and the “hey, 

hey!”s.  There is a gritty edge to his patter however- it is not good to try and distract him 

during his set, as an unfortunate punter does.  Years of dealing with rude boys and yard 

men (his recent book ‘My Life in Reggae’ has some lively tales) has made Dave no 

pushover.  In all, a wonderfully spirited evening. 

Leo B 

Host of The Riddim Show 
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Photos by Leo B 
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK                            

Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK) present two radio shows                                                                                                                          

Foundation Music Thursdays on Green Futures Festival 

Radio / Kingston Green Radio and Saturdays on Destiny 

105. Every show offers support and airtime to 

'outanational breakthrough artists / groups' from UK, 

Jamaica. USA, Africa and more along with wicked classics and rarities from the 

Cornerstonemusik vinyl vaults.   In this issue the spotlight is on Queen Kamarla    

QUEEN  KAMARLA  
Queen Kamarla from Jamaica is finally 
starting to breakthrough as a versatile 
artist due to her perseverance and the 
power of believing in a dream.   
Queen Kamarla (A.K.A Platinum Sheriff) 
was born Kamarla Pitter in 1983, her 
mother being Carmen "Ms. Rose" 
Rainford and her father Francisco 
Pitter.  Her early life was based in 
Portsmouth, Portmore. Because of a 
difficult relationship Ms. Rainford split 
from Mr. Pitter taking Kamarla and her 
other two children, Stevie Rainford and 
Marlon Grant, with her ending up living 
a tuff life in Trench Town (Jungle) in 
the early 1990's.  
 
As a child, Kamarla attended various 
schools but never graduated or 
achieved a high school diploma.  As a result of poverty she had to leave 
high school after grade nine.  However all was not negative as during those 
years in school she participated in a variety of school talent shows and 
quickly realised music was her way forward.  She received encouragement 
from her peers which motivated her to pursue her dream.  
 
Queen Kamarla’s musical inspiration came from a broad spectrum of 
musicians – from the legendary Michael Jackson, to one of the greatest 
reggae artists, Bob Marley.  Above all others though was the late great 
Garnet Silk who she placed above all others and as such, she talks about 
him as her musical mentor.  
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Kamarla got pregnant at age 15 with her first child Octavia and had to take 
a break from the music.  However she took the time to build her up craft 
and to put her own record label together working hard to gain finance 
while building her style and distinctive sound in reggae music.  
Queen Kamarla has done recordings for the great Sugar Minott and Horace 
Andy.  It was while working with these two men that she came up with the 
idea of forming her own label ‘Catalyst Entertainment Group’, which 
although a risk had great potential and she says she had nothing to lose 
and much to gain. 
 
Kamarla has performed at Sting 2012, Peter Tosh’s birthday celebration, 
Bob Marley Anniversary, Ghetto Splash, Sizzla Birthday Bash, Sun City 
Summer Jam and a number of other major events including her own 
promotions.  
 
Queen Kamarla has launched a number of singles since.  She released "Too 
Young Fi Mi" and "Extension" in 2012, then released "Wah A Gwaan" in 
collaboration with Mikey General and "Posing Ting" in 2013.  She then 
recorded "Constant Struggle" with Natty King, released in 2015 along with 
"Come a Mi Yaad" and "Nuh Ramp Wid Mi" and many more since.  Despite 
serious setbacks including an acute health problem with her second child 
Kavon Briffiths, Queen Kamarla showed great courage throughout those 
troubled times and was able to get her son back to good health with the 
help of well-wishers and fundraising events.  
 
Kamarla's most recent single, which brought her to the attention of VPAL, 
is "Hot Spot" in collaboration with upcoming artiste “Krush”.  The song 
received great positive attention and introduced her onto the wider world 
stage. 
 
Queen Kamarla is a passionate believer in the use of ‘social media’ helping 
her to achieve the top spot for female artiste for Rasta Fest 2017 where 
many critics and musical peers rated as one of the top acts on the show.  
This approach and her success have led to a far greater interest in her 
music beyond Jamaica and particularly in the USA and from radio DJ’s 
across the world (including myself).   Keep a look out for Queen Kamarla’s 
music, she will be stepping forward....... 
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK RECOMMENDED SELECTIONS 
 
There is a fantastic amount of good new music available here are some of 
Cornerstonemusik’s ‘Brand new HOT PLAYS’ 
 

1.  Black StarLiner Rebirth LP         – Fred Locks and friends  

(Akashic Records) 
2.  Love Virus Riddim LP                 - Various Artists  

(Monkites Productions) 
3.  Why Did You Leave Riddim LP    – Various Artists (Senator B) 

4.  Super Ape Returns To Conquor  – Lee Perry + Subatomic SS  

(Echo Beach) 
5.  Jah Soul Riddim Remastered LP – Various Artists (Jah Wayne Recordz) 

6.  Rumours Riddim LP                    - Various Artists (Idlers Corner) 

7.  If It’s Love(Good Good Loving)   - Shandi (Omari International) 

8.  Haile Far I                                  - Turbulence (Le Gions Music) 

9.  Unleashed LP                             – Imar Shephard (Download) 

10.Love and Unity                           – Kelly R and Prince Theo  
    (Bootsie Muzic) 

 

             

     
 
 

.DJ Baps - Cornerstonemusik 

For radio show requests, dedications etc text to +44 (0)781 3355448        
www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com 
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REVERENCE and REASON 
Reading Dub Club Part 3, Reading International Solidarity Centre,  14/10/17 

 

Reading Dub Club happens every couple of months at a superb venue in Reading for 

reggae sound systems.  This night was the turn of Reverence Sound (Southampton) and 

Reason Sound (Somerset) to bring their systems and music to a new town for them.   

Reverence were playing when I arrived, playing 70s and 80s roots through and through.  

Their set features a lot of wooden equipment cases and speaker cabinets, and a lovely 

looking (and sounding) pre amp.  Reason were having some technical difficulties early on, 

but sorted them out to bring a strong flavour and sound of theirs to the night, mixing and 

blending the old with the more modern sounding.  Both sounds played well, and in a 

supportive way rather than the more edgy setup that can happen when two sound 

systems meet.   

                                

Reverence Sound      Reason Sound 

 

People had travelled from far and wide, including Swindon, Hayes, London and Oxford, 

not to mention the sounds themselves, who brought friends and supporters with them.  

This is showing that the region needs  events that are big enough to host sound systems 

and reggae friendly enough (a heartical venue, nothing too rock n roll) for it all to work 

together just as it should, with ital food available and other interesting stalls.  Both sounds 
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are friends of Jah Lion Movement, Reading’s long time roots and dub defenders who, 

along with High Grade are organising these events.  They both played at the first one, 

which was covered in The Dub in Issue 11 (March 2017).  The next session there features 

revival specialist Ras Digby from 70s legends Sir Jessus Sound alongside Jah Lion 

Movement on Saturday 23rd December.   

Dan I 

                 

Reading International Solidarity Centre/ Global Café                     http://www.risc.org.uk/global-cafe 

 

 

Lennie Hibbert at Studio One 

More Creation (Sidewalk Doctor rhythm) 

Village Soul 

Real Hot (Tonight rhythm) 

         

http://www.risc.org.uk/global-cafe
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Cost Of Living 

It’s a world inflation, rise inna dem station 

Cost of living getting higher, more seller than buyer 

Take a look in the market place, ya, can’t even find a place to walk 

A lotta higgler head knocka dreadlock 

Sell it from my people to an anchor/ to another 

From the four corners of the earth, East, West, North and South 

Who are the ones to help us out?   

Cost of living getting higher, more seller than buyer 

Some mama cry, papa cry, children cry 

Even the young suckling on the breast 

Leaving people out, they’re so depressed Lord 

What are we to do?  We have to get through 

O, the father get some, some situation, in fear of inbound starvation 

Still did I know?  I want them to know 

Half Pint 
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DUB SYNDICATE – DISPLACED MASTERS (On-U Sound) 

 

A few years ago, producer Adrian Sherwood was clearing up On-U Sound HQ and came 

across a load of master tapes from the early days of the label.  Some of the tapes were 

decaying, oxidising and in a bad way.  Now Adrian is not really a man to look backwards, 

not when there is new music to make (and his label is currently very busy with new 

projects) and he did not view these tapes as a major priority.  Into the story steps Patrik 

Dokter, a sound engineer from the Netherlands and a major On-U Sound fan.  Patrik took 

a batch of the tapes and has been rescuing them by ‘baking’ the tapes and then 

processing the results. 

Warp Records have been supporting On-U Sound in reissuing some of their extensive back 

catalogue recently and alongside this have put out previously unreleased tunes and 

alternative mixes of tunes already well known.  These have included tracks on the 

‘Sherwood At The Controls’ albums as well as a whole LP of African Head Charge outtakes 

and alternative mixes called ‘Return Of The Crocodile’.   

Now, at last, is the turn of the mighty Dub Syndicate.  Later this year, the first four Dub 

Syndicate albums will be reissued on vinyl as well as CD and download.  As part of this an 

album of different mixes from those various early sessions (1982-1986ish) will also be 

released – ‘Displaced Masters’.  The Dub Syndicate became synonymous with drummer 
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Style Scott of the Roots Radics, but these recordings are almost entirely from the period 

before Style joined up with the group.  Style had worked with Creation Rebel and did 

become a kind of bandleader for Dub Syndicate, but that was a later development from 

about the time of the Lee Perry sessions for the ‘Time Boom X De Devil Dead’ album 

(released in 1987).  The core musicians on these earlier recordings are many of those who 

had played in Creation Rebel and New Age Steppers – Crucial Tony, Eskimo Fox, Lizard, 

Bubblers, Deadly Headley, Bonjo I, Doctor Pablo, the mysterious Eek-A-Roo and of course 

Bim Sherman, who graced so many On-U Sound recordings with his peerless singing.   

The album’s nine tracks touch on the range of different styles they played: two of the 

tracks are versions of tunes on the eerie and beautiful album by Doctor Pablo (melodica 

player Rob Stroud from Creation Rebel) called ‘North Of The River Thames’ – ‘Honey 

Version’ and ‘Red Sea Dub’.  The album ‘Pounding System’ is represented by the dubbed 

up ‘Boggled Minds’, a version of the gloriously named ‘10K At 0VU – 60Hz – Mind 

Boggles!’  There are two tracks from the cassette-only album ‘One Way System’ – ‘No 

Flash’ and ‘Subway Style’ both of which are the kind of off-kilter dubs only On-U Sound 

with their sense of adventure borne out of the post-punk scene of 70s and 80s Britain 

could achieve. 

There are three tunes featuring Bim Sherman on ‘Displaced Masters’ – a sparkling 

unheard version of ‘Keep You Dancing’, which was released as a 10” Discoplate in 1983 

and is one of Bim’s sweetest ever dancefloor fillers; an alternate take of his hit ‘Haunting 

Ground’ with its refrain of ‘Get up, stand up, defend your rights’, but his vocal on this 

version has different timing, phrasing and emphasis, which helps the listener to hear the 

lyrics of a well known song afresh; and a radical remix of ‘Forever More’ from the Dub 

Syndicate’s ‘Tunes Of The Missing Channel’ LP, removing the very recognisable keyboard 

line, dubbing it out completely and revoicing Bim with a completely different vocal called 

‘Money Dealers’.   
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‘All Other Roads Are Shut Off’ (aka ‘No Alternative’) is the clearest nod on the album to 

the direction the Dub Syndicate would take in future years with Style Scott’s involvement, 

with a slightly more electronic sound and a more sound system friendly edge and Adrian 

Sherwood’s idiosyncratic use of samples – this time Margaret Thatcher, who was still 

Prime Minister when this was recorded.  This is the best version of this tune I have heard 

yet, and some great versions have been released (on ‘Pay It All Back 2’ and on Lee Perry’s 

‘Time Boom’ LP as ‘Kiss the Champion’).  This tune was recorded by Style Scott, Flabba 

Holt, Steely, Bingy Bunny, Doctor Pablo and Bonjo I.   

Dub Syndicate were always ahead of their time in many ways, and the wider world is still 

only just catching up with some of what they were up to.  They perfectly bridged the shift 

in era from live reggae dubbed up to a more digital edgy kind of music, well before the UK 

digital roots scene.  The show is coming, what are you waiting for? 

Dan-I 

The Dub Syndicate albums are available direct from On-U Sound at 

https://onusound.bleepstores.com 

    

https://onusound.bleepstores.com/
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DUB  DIARY 
Reverence Sound System – The Hobbit, Southampton – Saturday November 4th  

Iration Steppas Sound System – The Bullingdon, 162 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1UE – 

Sunday 5th November 2pm-10pm 

Zaia + Ilodica – The Cellar, Frewin Court, Oxford OX1 – Friday November 17th 

Tuff Steppaz – Café Iguana, St. Mary’s Butts, Reading RG1 – Saturday November 18th  

(every 3rd Saturday of the month) 

High Grade Roots – downstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS 

– Friday November 25th (and every 4th Friday of the month) 

Jah Shaka Sound System – Caribbean Edge, 117 Bruce Grove, Tottenham, London N15 

6UR– Friday December 15th 11pm-6am 

Ballistic Rootikal + Lord Ambassador + Makaya (all on their own sound systems) – UK 

Centre for Carnival Arts, 3 St. Mary’s Road, Luton LU1 3JA – Friday December 22nd 10pm-

5am 

Dreadzone – O2, Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 – Friday December 22nd  

Ras Digby (Sir Jessus Sound) meets Jah Lion Movement – R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London 

Street, Reading RG1 4PS – Saturday December 23rd 

Susan Cadogan & Mighty Leap Band + Desta*Nation + Skylarkin – The Bullingdon, 162 

Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1UE – Sunday December 24th  

EEK-A-MOUSE 
Wa Do Dem 

Creation 

Do You Remember? 

No Wicked Can’t Reign 

Terrorists In The City 


